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Abstract

View-based approach that recognizes 3D shape through its projected 2D images has achieved state-of-the-art results for 3D shape recognition. The major challenge for view-based approach is how to aggregate multi-view features to be a global shape descriptor. In this work, we propose a novel view-based Graph Convolutional Neural Network, dubbed as view-GCN, to recognize 3D shape based on graph representation of multiple views in flexible view configurations. We first construct view-graph with multiple views as graph nodes, then design a graph convolutional neural network over view-graph to hierarchically learn discriminative shape descriptor considering relations of multiple views. The view-GCN is a hierarchical network based on local and non-local graph convolution for feature transform, and selective view-sampling for graph coarsening. Extensive experiments on benchmark datasets show that view-GCN achieves state-of-the-art results for 3D shape classification and retrieval.

1. Introduction

3D shape recognition is an important research area in computer vision. 3D shapes, including real scanned or CAD objects, retain richer geometric and shape information for recognition than the 2D images captured from a single view. 3D shape recognition plays a critical role in applications such as automatic drive [40], archaeology [44], virtual reality / augmented reality [17], etc.

Tremendous advances on 3D shape analysis have been achieved in recent years. According to 3D shape representation, these methods can be divided into three categories, i.e., voxel-based, point-based, and view-based methods. Voxel-based methods represent a 3D shape by a collection of voxels in 3D Euclidean space, then build neural networks on voxels to learn the features for recognition [37, 51]. Though they are effective in performance, they commonly have challenges including the computational complexity, voxel resolution, and data sparsity caused by voxelization of the shape surface. Point-based methods directly define networks on point cloud or mesh. PointNet [7] is a simple but powerful deep architecture that takes point positions as input. Succeeding methods, e.g., PointNet++ [42], SpiderCNN [52], PointCNN [32], RS-CNN [33] achieve improved performance for 3D shape recognition. View-based methods [8, 15, 20, 27, 28, 41, 47, 50, 54] are based on aggregation of multi-view features for recognizing shape categories based on multi-view 2D images. They are among the state-of-the-art methods for 3D shape recognition by taking advantages of 2D image classification networks.

This work focuses on view-based approach. The major challenge is how to aggregate multi-view features to be a global 3D shape descriptor. Traditional methods [47, 48] aggregate multi-view features by max-pooling, which is permutation invariant but ignores relations among views. Taking multiple views as a sequence, RNN has been successfully applied to fuse multi-view features in [8, 20, 34]. View-gram [23] and 3d2seqviews [19] also represent multiple views as a sequence and use convolution and attention to investigate relations of views to learn shape descriptors. The 1D sequential representation can well model the configuration that cameras are sequentially located on a circle around object. However, for general configurations, e.g.,
cameras on dodecahedron, 1D sequence ignores 3D geometry of multiple views. Both RotationNet [28] and EMV [13] explore more general view configurations, respectively find best poses by rotations and apply rotation group convolution, however, they rely on assumption of homogeneous space (e.g., icosahedron) for view configurations.

In this work, we present a flexible representation of multiple views of 3D shape by view-graph, and each view corresponds to a graph node equipped with view features. The graph edges among nodes are determined by k-nearest neighbor of camera coordinates. We design a novel Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) over view-graph to aggregate multi-view features to learn global shape descriptor, as shown in Fig. 1. The major advantages of this view-graph based representation are as follows. First, it can flexibly model different view configurations, e.g., cameras located on circles, corners of dodecahedron or even irregular positions around objects. Second, by using view-graph representation, we can take advantage of GCN to aggregate multi-view features considering relations of graph nodes.

Along this idea, we propose a novel GCN on view-graph, dubbed as view-GCN, to learn 3D shape descriptor. Each node of the view-graph is equipped with extracted features by a backbone 2D image classification network. The proposed view-GCN is a hierarchical GCN architecture with multiple levels over increasingly coarsened view-graphs. In each level, a local graph convolution operation and a non-local message passing operation are designed to aggregate multi-view features by investigating relations among neighboring views and long-range paired views. For graph coarsening, we develop a selective view-sampling strategy to sample representative views by view-selectors. All the learned features in different levels are combined to be a global shape descriptor.

By evaluating on 3D datasets for shape classification and retrieval, view-GCN achieves state-of-the-art performance, e.g., 96.5% per class and 97.6% per instance classification accuracies on ModelNet40 [51], 78.4% micro-averaged and 60.2% macro-averaged retrieval mAP on ShapeNet Core55 [46]. It also outperforms the current state-of-the-art methods on real multi-view dataset RGBD [31].

2. Related Works

2.1. Multi-view 3D shape recognition

View-based approach is effective for 3D shape recognition. MVCNN [47] relies on 2D image classification network to extract multi-view features, then aggregates them by max-pooling to obtain a compact shape descriptor. Several works consider advanced feature aggregation strategies. Both GVCNN [15] and RCPCNN [50] group multi-view features and design feature pooling on view groups. MHBN [55] and RN [53] aggregate features of multi-view patches by harmonized bilinear pooling and attention. RN [53] further models relations over a group of views and integrates them to a shape descriptor using relation scores.

Another interesting strategy is to explore rotations of views. RotationNet [28] treats the view index as latent variable to find best pose when predicting shape label. EMV [13] is based on a discrete subgroup of rotation group and apply a group convolution to homogeneous space of views, e.g., icosahedron. Recently, several works represent multiple views as a sequence. 3D2SeqViews [19] and VNN [23] apply a view-wise convolution on consecutive view sub-sequences in a circular trajectory and then aggregate features by attention. Sequential views are selected and (or) aggregated by RNN, e.g., GRU or LSTM, in VERAM [8], Point2Sequence [20] and Ma et al. [34].

Compared with them, we represent multiple views of a 3D shape by a view-graph. The view-graph representation enables us to design GCN to aggregate multi-view features by investigating relations of views. This view-graph representation is more general than sequential representation [19, 23], and view-to-view relations [53].

2.2. Graph convolutional networks

Graph convolutional networks [6, 10, 24, 29] are powerful tools for analyzing graph data. Spectral GCNs [6, 10, 24] represent graph by spectrum of graph Laplacian. They design transforms such as polynomial transform [10] and convolution [6, 24] based on spectral representation. To reduce computational overhead, [10] approximates eigen-decomposition by Chebyshev polynomials.

Recent GCNs [12, 18, 45] conduct spatial convolution by aggregating node features in local neighborhoods on graph, e.g., GCN in [29], GraphSAGE [18]. Graph attention network [49] uses attention to specify different weights to different nodes in neighborhood. Message passing network [16] is based on edge embedding to cumulate messages from neighboring nodes for updating node features. The similar idea is utilized in recurrent relational network [45] for relational reasoning. In [4, 36], local irregular points are quantized in regular grids by angular and radial bins, on which regular 2D convolutions can be defined.

In our work, we represent multiple views of a 3D shape by a view-graph and define GCN on view-graph. This is a novel application of GCN. Our view-GCN is inspired by current GCNs but is carefully designed to hierarchically aggregate multi-view features with local and non-local operations, and a novel selective view-sampling strategy for graph coarsening. Experiments and ablation study justify effectiveness of our view-GCN for 3D shape recognition.

3. Overview of Our Approach

We first discuss on the motivation and overview of our view-GCN for 3D shape descriptor learning.
Figure 2. Overview of our approach. It consists of three components, i.e., view-graph construction, view-based graph convolutional network (view-GCN) and training loss. View-GCN is a hierarchical network defined on gradually coarsened view-graphs.

3. Motivation

As shown in Fig. 3 (a), neighboring views of a chair are smoothly changed in pose and appearance, while multiple views of a cup are almost the same. This provides discriminative information for recognition. Moreover, paired views are also related, e.g., the paired views are symmetric in Fig. 3 (b). These relations among multi-view images encode latent geometry of objects, providing valuable information for recognizing 3D objects. It is challenging to enumerate and model all possible relations among views, but this phenomenon inspires us to design a graph convolutional network to automatically investigate relations among views when aggregating multi-view features.

3.2. General pipeline

We design a novel view-based Graph Convolutional Network, dubbed as view-GCN, to hierarchically aggregate multi-view features considering relations of views by graph convolution. As illustrated in Fig. 2, our method consists of three components. First, multi-view features are extracted by backbone network from multiple views of a 3D object, and then we build a view-graph with nodes represented by view features. Second, we design a GCN to hierarchically aggregate multi-view features on view-graph to generate a global shape descriptor. Finally, the global shape descriptors are taken for shape recognition.

4. From 3D Shape to View-Graph

We now introduce how to construct a view-graph for a 3D shape. We build a directed graph $G$ with $i$-th node as the $i$-th view with camera coordinates $v_i$. This graph is termed as view-graph, then adjacency matrix $S \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times N}$ of the view-graph is

$$S_{ij} = \Phi(g_{ij}; \theta_s)$$

where $g_{ij} = [v_i, v_j, ||v_i - v_j||_2] \in \mathbb{R}^{10}$ represents the spatial relation of two views and $[]$ denotes vectorized concatenation of elements. $\Phi$ is a non-linear embedding with parameters $\theta_s$ for paired nodes. In implementation, we set $\Phi$ as a three-layer MLP with LeakyReLU and 10 hidden units in first two layers and it outputs a scalar $S_{ij}$.

We further use k-nearest neighbor (kNN) to find fixed number of neighboring nodes of each node using coordinate distance, and only keep edges between neighboring nodes. Therefore element of sparse adjacency matrix $A$ is

$$A_{ij} = S_{ij} \cdot 1\{v_j \in N(v_i)\}$$

where $1(\cdot)$ is a binary function indicating whether $v_j$ is within the kNN of $v_i$. Obviously, view-graph can represent different view configurations, e.g., the circular, dodecahedral, irregular configurations as shown in Fig. 4, in which each 3D rectangle represents a view.

5. View-based Graph Convolutional Network

View-GCN is a hierarchical structure defined on multiple levels of coarsened view-graphs. Initially, the view-graph $G^0$ is defined over all input views, and each view is with an extracted view feature vector as discussed in Sect. 5.1. As shown in Fig. 5, at $l$-th level, the view-graph $G^l$ is with $N_l$ nodes, i.e., views. Over the view-graph, we successively update the node features by local graph convolution and non-local message passing. Then the graph $G^2$ is coarsened by...
where $A$ considering relations among the neighboring nodes determines the learnable weight matrix, and $\Psi$ represents the learnable relation function with parameters $\theta^v$ aiming at exploring the relation between any paired views in the graph. We design it as a three-layer MLP with $d$ hidden units and LeakyReLU in each layer, and it outputs message $m_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^d$.

We further collect messages for node $i$ from all the nodes in the graph, then update node feature by fusing the cumulated message $r^l_i$ with original feature $f^l_i$ as

$$f^l_{i} = \Omega([f^l_i, r^l_i]; \theta^v), \text{ where } r^l_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N_l} m^l_{ij} \tag{5}$$

$\Omega$ is a fusion function with parameters $\theta^v$. It is designed as a one-layer MLP with Batch Normalization in implementation, and outputs the fused feature $f^l_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ for $i$-th node. Non-local message passing operation outputs feature matrix $F^l$ with rows as node features in Eqn. (5).

By Eqn. (5), node features are updated considering pairwise relations over the whole graph, such that the updated features could incorporate messages from distant views, beyond local neighboring views in local graph convolution.

5.4. Selective view-sampling for graph coarsening

After updating node features of $l$-th level view-graph $G^l$, we then coarsen the graph to derive the view-graph $G^{l+1}$ for $(l+1)$-th level. Graph coarsening is widely implemented by Farthest Point Sampling (FPS) in GCN [42], which samples a subset of views to build a coarsened graph to enlarge the receptive fields for GCN. We design a novel selective view-sampling strategy for graph coarsening.

Given input views with cameras coordinates $\{v^l_i\}_{i=1}^{N_l}$ over current graph $G^l$ and sampling rate $s$, FPS iteratively samples a subset of views with camera coordinates $\{v^l_j\}_{j=1}^{N_{l+1}} \subset \{v^l_i\}_{i=1}^{N_l}$, $N_{l+1} = \lfloor N_l \times s \rfloor$ where $\lfloor \cdot \rfloor$ is a rounding function. FPS samples each new view with largest distance to already sampled set of views based on camera coordinates. Samples by FPS can keep the diversity of views, but can not guarantee that the sampled views are representative for downstream discriminative learning task.

To take advantage of FPS for sampling diverse views while overcoming its drawback, we propose a selective view-sampling strategy to select a set of representative views neighboring the views sampled by FPS using view selector. As illustrated in the bottom of Fig. 5, we first sample a subset of views $\{v^l_j\}_{j=1}^{N_{l+1}}$ by FPS as initialization. Given an initial view with camera coordinates $v_i$ by FPS, we then select a sampled view by view-selector over kNN views of our proposed selective view-sampling strategy to construct next level view-graph $G^{l+1}$ for increasing receptive field to benefit semantic feature learning. Features of all levels are fused to be a global shape descriptor.

Compared with max-pooling that merges all multi-view features in a single pooling operation, our view-GCN gradually merges multi-view features on hierarchically coarsened view-graphs considering relations of views, and all features in all levels are utilized in shape descriptor.

5.1. Initial view feature extraction

Given $N$ views $\{I_i\}_{i=1}^{N}$, features $\{f^0_i\}_{i=1}^{N}$ are extracted by a fine-tuned 2D image classification network, e.g., ResNet-18 [21] pre-trained on ImageNet [11]. The network is fine-tuned on shuffled multi-view 2D images of all training 3D objects for classification, and features of different views before last FC (fully connected) layer are vectorized to be view features, as initializations of node features in $G^0$.

5.2. Local graph convolution

Given a view-graph $G^l$ at $l$-th level with $N_l$ nodes (i.e., views) and node features are in rows of $F^l_{in}$, the local graph convolution layer is defined to update node features by considering relations among the neighboring nodes determined by kNN of camera coordinates. Given feature matrix $F^l_{in} \in \mathbb{R}^{N_l \times d}$, a local graph convolution is defined as

$$F^l = \Psi(A_f F^l_{in} W^l; \theta^f) \tag{3}$$

where $A_f$ represents the learnable $N_l \times N_l$ adjacency matrix of graph $G^l$, as defined in Eqn. (2), $W^l \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times d}$ is the learnable weight matrix, and $\Psi$ is non-linear transform consisting of a Batch Normalization [26] followed by a LeakyReLU [35] with parameters $\theta_f$. Thus output $F^l$ is still in $\mathbb{R}^{N_l \times d}$. Using Eqn. (3), the input node features are firstly diffused by adjacency matrix $A_f$, then updated per-node by linear transform $W^l$, and followed by non-linear transform. Rows of $F^l$ are the updated node features.

5.3. Non-local message passing

After local graph convolution, features in $F^l$ are sent to non-local message passing operation to capture long-range relations among nodes in view-graph $G^l$. We define message from node $v_i$ to $v_j$ as a pairwise relation [38, 45]:

$$m^l_{ij} = \Gamma([f^l_i, f^l_j]; \theta^m), i, j = 1, 2, ..., N_l \tag{4}$$

where $f^l_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is feature of $i$-th node, i.e., the $i$-th row of $F^l$, $\cdot, \cdot$ denotes the concatenation of two vectors. $\Gamma$ is a relation function with parameters $\theta^m$ aiming at exploring the relation between any paired views in the graph. We design it as a three-layer MLP with $d$ hidden units and LeakyReLU in each layer, and it outputs message $m^l_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^d$.

Figure 4. Different view configurations. Sub-figures respectively correspond to circular, dodecahedral and irregular configurations.
in each level, we perform max-pooling on node features updated by local graph convolution to be a pooled descriptor

\[
F^{l}_{\text{global}} = \text{maxpool}([f^{l}_{1}, \ldots, f^{l}_{N}]), l = 0, 1, \ldots, L - 1
\]  

and the final global shape feature is the concatenation of all the pooled features at all levels: \( F = [F^{0}_{\text{global}}, \ldots, F^{L-1}_{\text{global}}] \), which is sent to training loss. We next present two versions of view-GCN with typical multi-view configurations. In all networks, \( d = 512, s = 0.5 \), and FPS always starts from the first graph node, i.e., view, for different shapes.

**View-GCN for 12-view circular configuration.** As shown in Fig. 4 (a), the virtual cameras are regularly placed on a circular trajectory, and elevated with 30 degrees around the upright direction. The 12 views of a 3D shape construct a view-graph with 12 nodes and \( k = 2 \) for kNN. The view-graph is coarsened twice, then the view-GCN is a hierarchy over view-graphs with 12, 6 and 3 nodes.

**View-GCN for 20-view dodecahedral configuration.** We place virtual cameras on the vertices of a dodecahedron encompassing the object as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Taking 20 view features as a view-graph with 20 nodes and \( k = 3 \) in kNN. The view-GCN is defined over view-graph hierarchy with 20, 10, 5 nodes respectively.

### 5.6. Network training

**Training loss.** The overall training loss function consists of shape loss \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{shape}} \) and view loss \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{view}} \). Given global shape feature \( F \), it is sent to a classifier \( C \) with a FC layer having weights \( W_{c} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times N_c} \), followed by a softmax layer. The total training loss is

\[
\mathcal{L} = \mathcal{L}_{\text{shape}}(C(F), y) + \sum_{l=0}^{L-1} \sum_{j=1}^{N_{l+1}} \sum_{v_{q} \in N(v_{j})} \mathcal{L}_{\text{view}}(v^{l}_{v_{q}}, \theta^{l,j}, y) \quad (8)
\]

where \( y \) is class label of shape, \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{shape}} \) is cross-entropy loss based on global shape descriptor \( F \), \( \mathcal{L}_{\text{view}} \) is cross-entropy loss defined for view-selectors enforcing that each view-selector can discriminate the shape category based on view features of a local neighborhood of views.

**Trainable parameters.** Trainable network parameters are denoted by \( \Theta \) including \( W^{l}, \theta^{l}_{c}, \theta^{l}_{m}, \theta^{l}_{v}, \theta^{l}_{j}, \theta^{l}_{v} \), for \( l = 0, \ldots, L - 1, i = 1, \ldots, N_{i} \) in different operations of view-GCN, and \( W_{c} \) in classifier \( C \). For the 20-view version of view-GCN, it has 73.4M parameters to learn, including 44.8M parameters of ResNet-18 (backbone view feature extraction network) and 28.6M parameters of our view-GCN. The backbone network parameters are also fine-tuned.

**Training method.** We train view-GCN in two steps similar to [48]. Firstly, the pre-trained view feature extractor, e.g., ResNet-18 on ImageNet [11], is fine-tuned on all multi-view 2D images for classification, as discussed.
in Sect. 5.1. Secondly, we train the whole architecture including backbone view feature extractor and view-GCN on training 3D shapes for shape recognition by end-to-end training. The gradients of loss w.r.t. parameters of view-GCN and view feature extraction network can be computed by auto-differentiation implemented by PyTorch [39].

**Training details.** When fine-tuning view feature extraction network, we use SGD optimizer with momentum, weight decay, batch size, epoch number and initial learning rate as 0.9, $10^{-2}$, 400, 30, $10^{-2}$ respectively. The learning rate is reduced by half every 10 epochs. When training whole architecture, we also use SGD optimizer and change the learning rate to $10^{-3}$ and run in 15 epochs. Each batch contains 20 shapes with a total of 400 views for 20-views version of view-GCN, and 32 shapes with a total of 384 views for 12-views version of view-GCN. Following [22], we use a learning rate warm-up strategy, where the learning rate linearly increases from 0 to $10^{-3}$ in first epoch. Then the learning rate is reduced to 0 following a cosine quarter-cycle. Our code will be available on https://github.com/weixmath/view-GCN.

### 6. Experiments

We evaluate view-GCN for 3D shape classification and retrieval on synthetic and real datasets as follows.

**ModelNet40 [51].** It consists of 12,311 3D shapes from 40 categories, with 9,843 training and 2,468 test objects for shape classification. There are different number of shapes across different categories.

**ShapeNet Core55 [46].** It contains 51,162 3D models categorized into 55 classes, which are further divided into 203 sub-categories. The training, validation and test sets consist of 35764, 5133 and 10265 shapes respectively. Different classes have varying number of objects. We evaluate on the “normal” dataset, i.e., all of the shapes are consistently aligned and normalized to a unit length cube.

**RGBD [31].** This is a real captured multi-view dataset containing both RGB and RGBD images of 300 household objects in 51 categories taken from multiple viewpoints. Each object is placed on a turntable and cameras elevate at approximately 30°, 45° and 60° above the horizon.

### 6.1. Experiment for 3D shape classification

We first evaluate view-GCN on ModelNet40 for shape classification. The training takes 3 and 6 hours in first and second training stages on ModelNet40 using a NVIDIA GTX 1080 Ti GPU. We compare with diverse 3D object classification methods and mainly focus on view-based methods. Classification results are presented in Table 1. We achieve highest scores for both per class and per instance accuracies. Compared with traditional view-pooling methods like MVCNN [47], MVCNN-new [48], MHBN [55], GVCNN [15], and RCPCNN [50], our view-GCN achieves significantly higher accuracies by more than 3.4% per class and 2.6% per instance accuracies. 3D2SeqViews[19], SeqViews2SeqLabels [20], VERAM [8], and Ma et al. [34] all exploit relations on sequential views. Compared with them, view-GCN investigates relations of multi-view features over a hierarchy of view-graphs and improves the per class and per instance accuracies by more than 4.4% and 3.9% respectively. We also compare with methods based on points, voxels and mixed representations, including 3DShapeNets [51], VoxNet [37], VRN Ensemble [5], MVCNN-MultiRes [41], PointNet++ [42], Kd-Networks [30], RS-CNN [33], our view-GCN also outperforms them by more than 5.1% and 2.1% in two accuracies.

Among previous methods, RotationNet [28], which optimizes poses by rotation and investigates different view configurations, has achieved state-of-the-art performance.

---

**Table 1.** Shape classification accuracy (in %) on ModelNet40.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Per Class Acc.</th>
<th>Per Ins. Acc.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3DShapeNets [51]</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VoxNet [37]</td>
<td>Voxels</td>
<td>83.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VRN Ensemble [5]</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>95.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCNN-MultiRes [41]</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.4</td>
<td>93.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PointNet++ [42]</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kd-Networks [30]</td>
<td>Points</td>
<td>88.5</td>
<td>91.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RS-CNN [33]</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCNN [47]</td>
<td></td>
<td>90.1</td>
<td>90.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCNN-new [48]</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.4</td>
<td>95.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHBN [55]</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.1</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GVCNN [15]</td>
<td></td>
<td>90.7</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPCNN [50]</td>
<td></td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D2SeqViews [19]</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeqViews2SeqLabels [20]</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>93.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERAM [8]</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>93.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ma et al. [34]</td>
<td></td>
<td>91.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iMHL [56]</td>
<td></td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepCCFV [25]</td>
<td></td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HGNN [14]</td>
<td></td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMV [13]</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN [53]</td>
<td></td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN (ResNet-18)</td>
<td>Images</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>97.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Comparison with RotationNet on ModelNet40 (in %).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Backbone</th>
<th>Per Ins. Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RotationNet</td>
<td>AlexNet</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotationNet</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>97.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Shape retrieval results (in %) on ShapeNet Core55 dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>microALL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>macroALL</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P@N</td>
<td>R@N</td>
<td>F1@N</td>
<td>mAP</td>
<td>NDCG</td>
<td>P@R</td>
<td>R@N</td>
<td>F1@N</td>
<td>mAP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZFDR</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>40.9</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>25.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeepVoxelNet</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>19.2</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>28.3</td>
<td>25.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLAN</td>
<td><strong>81.8</strong></td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>71.2</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>53.3</td>
<td>50.5</td>
<td>47.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GIFT [2]</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>69.5</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved GIFT [3]</td>
<td>78.6</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>72.2</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReVGG</td>
<td>76.5</td>
<td>80.3</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>82.8</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>60.1</td>
<td>51.9</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVFusionNet</td>
<td>74.3</td>
<td>67.7</td>
<td>69.2</td>
<td>62.2</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>52.3</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>48.4</td>
<td>50.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CM-VGG5-6DB</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td><strong>66.7</strong></td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>33.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCNN [47]</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>77.0</td>
<td>76.4</td>
<td>73.5</td>
<td>81.5</td>
<td>57.1</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>57.5</td>
<td>56.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotationNet [28]</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>77.2</td>
<td><strong>86.5</strong></td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>59.0</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN (ResNet-18)</td>
<td><strong>81.8</strong></td>
<td><strong>80.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>80.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>78.4</strong></td>
<td>85.2</td>
<td><strong>62.9</strong></td>
<td><strong>65.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>61.1</strong></td>
<td><strong>60.2</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For fair comparison, as shown in Table 2, with the same AlexNet as backbone network for view feature extraction and 20 views configuration, our view-GCN achieves 0.8% per instance accuracy higher than RotationNet.

6.2. Experiment for 3D shape retrieval

ShapeNet Core55 [46] is a challenging 3D dataset for shape retrieval. We train our view-GCN on 20 input views for shape classification same as ModelNet40 for shape classification. For shape retrieval, given each query object, all the objects with the same predicted class label are firstly taken as retrieved shapes, and the retrieval rank is based on ranking the probability scores for class label prediction. As required by the challenge [46], top 1000 retrieved objects for each category are taken as retrieval results.

We compare view-GCN with diverse methods that attended the track of SHREC’17 for Large-Scale 3D Shape Retrieval [46] on ShapeNet Core55, including multi-view based methods such as GIFT [2], Improved-GIFT, ReVGG, MVFusionNet, CM-VGG5-6DB, MVCNN [47] and RotationNet [28], and voxel-based methods such as ZFDR, DeepVoxelNet and DLAN. For more details on these methods and accuracy metrics, please refer to [46].

As shown in Table 3, our view-GCN achieves highest accuracies for micro-averaged P@N, R@N, F1@N, mAP and macro-averaged P@N, F1@N, mAP and NDCG. View-GCN outperforms current state-of-the-art method RotationNet on this dataset on all metrics except micro-averaged NDCG. Compared with other methods such as GIFT [2], Improved-GIFT and MVCNN [47], view-GCN also achieves significantly higher accuracies, e.g., it achieves 4.9% (in mAP for microALL) higher than MVCNN, a baseline method that conducts max-pooling of multi-view features, while our view-GCN aggregates multi-view features hierarchically on view-graphs.

6.3. Experiment on real multi-view image dataset

We also evaluate our view-GCN for shape classification on RGBD dataset [31], which is a dataset with real captured multi-view images. We use the same experimental setup as in [28], i.e., for each object, we uniformly take 12 RGB multi-view images captured by cameras on a circle with 45° camera elevation angle. We perform ten-fold cross-validation to report average results as suggested in [31].

Table 4. Comparison of classification accuracies (in %) on RGBD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>#View</th>
<th>Per Ins. Acc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MDSICNN [1]</td>
<td>≥ 120</td>
<td>89.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFK [9]</td>
<td>≥ 120</td>
<td>86.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMDCNN [43]</td>
<td>≥ 120</td>
<td>89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVCNN (AlexNet) [47]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>86.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RotationNet (AlexNet) [28]</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN (AlexNet)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>91.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN (ResNet-18)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td><strong>94.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>View-GCN (ResNet-50)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>93.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 4, our view-GCNs achieve best results in classification accuracy. By using same backbone network of AlexNet, our view-GCN (AlexNet) outperforms MVCNN (AlexNet) [47] by 5.8% in per instance accuracy. View-GCN (AlexNet) also outperforms RotationNet (AlexNet) [28] by 2.6% in accuracy. Our view-GCNs significantly exceed performances of MDSICNN [1], MMDCNN [43] that take more RGB images as inputs. Using more powerful backbone ResNet-18, view-GCN (ResNet-18) achieves highest accuracy of 94.3%. View-GCN with backbone network of ResNet-18 works marginally better than that with ResNet-50. These results show that view-GCN also works well for real multi-view images.
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view-GCN (w/o NLMP) 78.6 90.6
View-GCN (w/o view loss) 79.7 90.7
View-GCN (NLMP) 78.3 90.4
View-GCN 79.8 90.9

6.4. Experimental analysis on view-GCN

We next justify effect of each component of view-GCN on ShapeNet Core55 [46] for classification.

Results of various architectures of view-GCN are in Table 5. All nets take ResNet-18 as backbone network. “Baseline” is MVCNN-new [48] method that uses max-pooled feature for global shape descriptor. Compared with it, our view-GCN achieves 79.8% in per class accuracy and 90.9% in per instance accuracy, compared to 76.7% and 88.9% by “Baseline”. By removing local graph convolution from view-GCN, view-GCN (w/o LGC) achieves 78.8% and 90.6% which are 1.0% and 0.3% lower than full version in two accuracies. View-GCN without non-local message passing, i.e., view-GCN (w/o NLMP), achieves 2.1% and 0.4% lower per class and per instance accuracies. They demonstrate positive contributions of our network modules.

Selective view-sampling vs. FPS. To evaluate the effect of selective view-sampling, we replace the selective view-sampling by simple FPS (View-GCN-FPS) for graph coarsening. As shown in Table 5, compared with view-GCN using FPS, view-GCN using selective view-sampling achieves improvements of 1.6% and 0.6% respectively for per class and per instance accuracies. We also perform same experiment on unaligned ModelNet40 [51], and our view-GCN with selective view-sampling achieves 0.9% and 0.8% higher in two accuracies than view-GCN using FPS, which demonstrates effectiveness of selective view-sampling strategy for selecting representative views for graph coarsening.

Effect of view loss. We further evaluate effect of view loss $L_{\text{view}}$, which is used to enforce discriminative ability of view-selectors as mentioned in Sect. 5.6. By training same network without view loss $L_{\text{view}}$, view-GCN (w/o view-loss) achieves marginally lower scores (0.1% and 0.2% lower in two accuracies), showing that even without explicitly imposing view loss, view-GCN can learn the parameters of view-selectors and still achieves 1.5% and 0.4% higher in two accuracies than graph coarsening using FPS.

Effect of learning affinity matrix. For each level view-graph, we learn adjacency matrix by Eqn. (2). To justify its necessity, we compare baselines of view-GCN-A1 and view-GCN-A2 whose element of affinity matrix is respectively defined as $A_{ij} = \mathbb{I}\{v_j \in \mathcal{N}(v_i)\}$, and $A_{ij} = e^{-\|v_i - v_j\|_2^2} \cdot \mathbb{I}\{v_j \in \mathcal{N}(v_i)\}$. View-GCN achieves improvements of (0.6%, 0.2%) and (0.7%, 0.4%) respectively compared with two baselines in two accuracies in brackets.

Effect of hierarchical structure. Our view-GCN for 20 input views is defined over a hierarchy of view-graphs with 20, 10, 5 nodes. We also compare with view-GCN-L1 and view-GCN-L2 defined over a 1-level view-graph (20 nodes) and 2-levels view-graphs (20 and 10 nodes). As shown in Table 5, view-GCN-L1 achieves 1.8% and 1.0% higher accuracy than “Baseline”, and view-GCN-L2 further improves results by 0.1% and 0.7%. The final 3-levels view-GCN achieves 1.2% and 0.3% improvements than view-GCN-L2, showing effectiveness of hierarchical structure.

Effect of sampling rate. By increasing sampling rate $s$ to 0.6 and 0.7, the view-GCNs are deeper with 4 and 5 levels having [20,12,7,4], [20,14,10,7,5] nodes respectively, and accuracies slightly drop by (0.1%,0.2%) and (0.3%,0.3%) in per class and per instance accuracies.

Selection of layer for constructing global feature. View-GCN performs max-pooling on node features after local graph convolution in each level to construct global shape descriptor. We also present result of view-GCN (NLMP) having the same architecture as view-GCN except that max-pooling is performed on the node features updated by non-local message passing in each level. View-GCN (NLMP) achieves 1.5% and 0.5% lower accuracies than view-GCN.

Extension to irregular view configuration. View-GCN can also be flexibly extended to irregular view configurations. Taking Fig. 4 (c) as an example, this configuration is based on randomly selected 12 views from Fig. 4 (b), and each view is randomly perturbed in coordinates. We design our view-GCN with three levels of 12, 6, 3 nodes, and it achieves 85.3% per class and 89.5% per instance accuracies, 4.2% and 1.9% higher than MVCNN-new [48].

7. Conclusion

We proposed a novel graph convolutional network for 3D shape recognition. We model multiple views of a shape by view-graph, and develop a novel GCN on hierarchical view-graphs to learn global shape descriptor. Extensive experiments justify its effectiveness. In future work, we plan to apply view-GCN to multi-modality feature fusion.
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